Zone 8 One Time-Single Event
Rule Waiver Form

Name: __________________________________________   Driver’s Number: ________________
Region: _________________________________________    Date: ________________________
Vehicle Year: __________________   Vehicle Model: ___________________________________
Event Type (circle):    AX     TT     DE      Venue: _________________________________________

It was determined at the Tech Inspection that the above mentioned vehicle is not in total compliance with the
following items:

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

These problems must be corrected before the next event.

The entrant (driver/owner) has read and agreed to abide by the Zone 8 Driving Event Rules. High speed driving is
inherently dangerous. The technical inspection covers the minimum safety standards for participation in a driving
event. However, no inspection can uncover all possible defects inherent in the vehicle, design or otherwise, and
neither PCA nor the inspectors can predict unforeseen circumstances. Neither the Porsche Club of America nor the
inspectors make any express or implied warranty of fitness for any purpose. It is the responsibility of the entrant to
select a safe vehicle and see to its adequate preparation, as well as to ensure the safe operation of the vehicle and
to maintain its safe operating condition.

I, as the driver/owner, have inspected this vehicle and take full responsibility for its condition and rule compliance
while participating in this event. I understand that the tech inspector may not find all safety or rule compliance
issues. I further understand that I must correct the above issues before the next event:

Entrant (Driver/Owner) Signature: ________________________________________   Date: ___________________
Event Chair:      Tech Inspector:
Name  ____________________________________  Name: _____________________________________
Signature  _________________________________ Signature:_____________________________________